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Hot Spots
Group No. 4

• Fed’s Chair replacement – Valentin Jacob

• The Kurd Independence – Lionel Targoni

• Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan – Marco Dipino

• UAE, little Sparta? – Mourad Sallem

Agenda



*Bloomberg survey of economists Oct. 6–11 

Fed’s Chair replacement



Kevin Warsh:

• vocal critic of the central bank 

• Fed policy makers are too complacent

valued by both the left and right wings of the politica
l spectrum.

Fed’s Chair replacement



• Fed governor since 2012

• non-ideological and pragmatic policy maker

• A lawyer by training:
• investment bank Dillon Read & Co.
• Carlyle Group 

Jerome Powell:

Fed’s Chair replacement



• Director of Trump’s National Economic Council, 

• role in the push to overhaul the tax code and enhance compet
itiveness

• was seen at as the leading candidate until August.

• Goldman Sachs Group Inc. for more than 25 years

• Complains that Fed policy makers talked too much and just en
ded up confusing markets.

Fed’s Chair replacement

Gary Cohn:



The Kurd Independence: 
The over postponed geopolitical issue:

Context:
• Natural resources sought

• (oilfields, pipeline…)

• Weaponized region because of the Daesh
conflict since 2014

• Threats of repressions

• Tension arising inside KRG

• Offer of independence-suspension from Erbil



• Best Scenario:
o Kurds’ suspension for independence 

is accepted

o Kurds considering Barzani trying to 
remain in power.

• Outcomes: 
o Barzani is replace as Prime Minister 

of KRG

o Kurds keep fighting Daesh

o Independence willingness settles

• Worst Scenario:
o Iraq regains territories and oilfields

o Independence willingness spreading to 
Iran and Turkey

o US and EU closing eyes

• Outcomes: 
o Hard repression in Iraq, Iran and Turkey

o Front against Daesh doesn’t hold

The Kurd Independence: 
The over postponed geopolitical issue:



- Objectives -

Four simple goals:
 Tax relief for middle class Americans
 Simplify the tax code
 Grow the American economy
 Doesn’t add to debt and deficit

- Actions -

 Reducing the official corporate tax rate
 Introducing a one-time «repatriation tax»

Last speech’s main points in Indiana 

 Double the standard deduction to $12,000
for individuals and $24,000 for families

 collapse the number of personal tax
brackets from 7 to 3

 New benefits to firms in which the profits
double as the owners’ personal income.
They would pay at a 25% rate, down from
39.6%. «It will be a revolutionary change. I’m doing the 

right thing. And it is not good for me, believe me»

Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan:
Objectives and actions
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Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan:
Market reactions



High-taxed stocks have outperformed 
low-taxed stocks by 2.5 per cent over 
the last month.

The first seven largest international
companies hold about 650 $bn of
cash overseas.

Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan: 
Market reactions



- Tax probes launched by Commission -

 Apple in Ireland (about €13bn bill)
 Starbucks in Netherlands
 Fiat in Luxembourg
 Amazon in Luxembourg  

- Benefits -

 10% tax rate on offshore earnings against 35%
 Investments in new plants, infrastructures, or R&D
 Potential distribution of dividends
 Buyback

Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan: 
Benefits from a «repatriation tax»



UAE, little Sparta?



Little Sparta:
Increase in military investments



• The man driving change is Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan

• The emirate is home to the world’s second-largest sovereign wealth fund =800bln$ 

•
It joined Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Egypt in cutting diplomatic and transport links with Qatar 
in June and, in the words of regional officials and analysts, is “driving from behind” on the 
embargo.

• Sheikh Mohammed, 56, has also forged a close alliance with powerful 32-year-old Saudi 
Arabia’s Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.

• “We are putting all our focus on the generations to come and . . . we need a stable region to 
see the fruition of what we are doing today,”

• UAE spent $22.8bn on defence — ranking it 14th globally, according to the Stockholm IPRI, 
increased 63% between the periods of 2007-2011 and 2012-2016, Sipri estimates.

UAE Strategy:
Coalitions and future concerns



UAE Population:
9,27Millions with only 10% of citizens



Military Spending:



• Small population hence, small army,

• The UAE’s reputation has already been tarnished by concerns about the high number of civilian 
deaths and allegations of abuses in Yemen, where it is estimated that about 1,500 Emirati 
special forces were deployed as part of a Saudi-led coalition.

• In a statement last year he spoke of the “heroic role” of the military in defending “Arab security 
against attempts to interfere in its domestic affairs and combating the forces of extremism”.

• But there is a human cost. Two years ago, 45 Emirati troops were killed in a single day of 
fighting in Yemen, the deadliest incident in the UAE’s military history.

UAE military limits:



Thank you for your attention


